edddison for Interviews3D

Discover a whole new way of navigating and presenting
with edddison for Interviews3D.
Turn your Interviews3D model into an interactive presentation for anyone. Created for users not trained
in operating 3D software.

What is edddison?
edddison for Interviews3D enables architects, designers, managers, marketers, and
engineers to better explain, design, and share ideas – and sell products. edddison offers
an intuitive and effective way to navigate through 3D models while making decisions onthe-spot. This allows stakeholders to be involved in the decision-making process and
generates new excitement about their products.

What is Interviews3D?
Discover the world’s fastest 3D graphics engine for massive CAD data integrated into a
DMU platform, based on 3DInteractive’s unrivaled visibility-guided rendering technology
and out-of-core data handling. This high-end visualization and digital mock-up platform
will accelerate your life cycle process. Navigate through even the most massive CAD
models, laser scans, and aerial photography, using standard PCs and tablets.
www.3dinteractive.de

www.edddison.com

edddison technologies provide cutting-edge products for making 3D data interactive.
Annenstraße 57a, A-8020 Graz, Europe. inbox@eddddison.com

edddison consists of
Editor
Enables users to create interactive applications. No programming skills required.

Software plug-in
edddison is an extension to Interviews3D, the industry-leading digital mock-up platform
for massive data visualization. – www.3dinteractive.de

Hardware for interaction
Control and walk through the 3D model via mixed-reality device, Sprout by HewlettPackard, tablet, or touch device. The system works in dual-screen mode. The 3D view
and the navigation area (floorplan) are separate to ensure the user never gets lost in the
virtual space.
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